common to various approaches, such as the attitude toward ancient rhetoric. By defining themselves vis-à-vis Aristotle, all participants acknowledge the problem of associating argumentation with persuasion. For example, authors tend to mediate between the two via the notion of ethos-the speaker's personality and credibility-thus replacing logos as the sole source of confirmation for a given discourse's argumentative rationality and receptivity by a certain audience.
The volume opens with essays by two prominent theoreticians who have played a crucial role in reinvigorating and legitimizing the study of argumentation in the French-speaking world since the 1970s. Both contribute to the volume by offering precise definitions and explaining their original theoretical stances. Thus, by appealing to his original ''argumentation dans la langue'' theory (argumentation in language, or ADL), developed with Jean-Claude Anscombre (Anscombre and Ducrot 1983) , Oswald Ducrot draws here a sharp distinction between ''linguistic'' and ''rhetorical'' argumentation. Against common opinion, Ducrot denies that rhetorical argumentation is a possible extension of linguistic argumentation: while the first is inscribed in the linguistic system (as an inherent characteristic of it), the second is related to mobilizing procedures in order to persuade (and is therefore related to intentions).
In a similar way, Jean-Blaise Grize develops his perspective on argumentation as part of what he dubs a ''natural logic'' process. He views argumentation as an essentially discursive activity, made up of utterances, which he opposes to demonstration, made up of propositions. In demonstration, conclusions are reached ''systematically,'' with one proposition necessarily leading to another independently of any context; whereas in argumentation, agreement is a ''process'' where a speaker addresses an interlocutor by considering what may appeal to him or her. To argue means to try not only to convince (to make an interlocutor agree with the logic) but also to persuade by having the interlocutor agree with the premises behind the argument. Argumentation is therefore always personalized, in the sense that it is designed for audiences in situ and their values. This calls for the examination of interlocutors' cultural a prioris as well as speakers' mental representations of their audiences and of themselves and what they say.
Frans H. van Eemeren and Peter Houtlosser from Amsterdam present a systematic overview of ''pragma-dialectics'': a theoretical approach on the crossroads of pragmatics and speech-act theory, on the one hand, and dialectics and its criteria for rationality in argumentation, on the other hand. As this essay is written for a French-speaking audience that is relatively unfamiliar with their approach, their exposition is long and draws on their earlier work (for instance, Fundamentals of Argumentation Theory [1996] ). In addition to giving the French reader a detailed historical account of the model's origins and specifying its theoretical foundations, the authors attempt to reconcile a dialectical perspective (based on the ideal of rationality) with a theoretical perspective (governed by the idea of efficacy). They thus try to show how their model can be applied to real-life situations of conflict resolution. Among the current projects they mention is how linguistic components operate in conflict resolution. It is here that one sees the close relationship between pragma-dialectics and contemporary studies of argumentation in the French-speaking world.
Jean-Michel Adam offers a model based on the integration of argumentation within a larger framework of what is commonly referred to in France as ''textual studies.'' In his current essay, Adam examines in detail the notions of ''sequence'' and ''argumentative periodical phrase'' ( phrase périodique argumentative), which bring him to discuss Toulmin's (1958) scheme for argumentation as it has been revised by Grize, commented on by Plantin, and integrated by himself. He concludes with a more complicated model of Toulmin's scheme which he dubs the ''prototypical argumentative sequence,'' allowing for the inclusion of all counterarguments. He exemplifies his theory by applying this scheme to arguments from the political press. For Georges Vignaux, argumentation and discourse entail one another. Thus ''to speak is first of all to use discourse, and to use discourse is to argue'' (Vignaux 1999: 5; my translation) . Following Grize's work on argumentation, he attempts to identify argumentation with natural logic as well as with logical discursive operations when examining the cognitive dimensions of discourse. Working on three distinct levels-the cognitive, the linguistic, and the argumentative-he examines the cognitive structures that underlie every argumentation. In addition, he identifies five types of relationships that interlink notions in a given text or a corpus (relations of definition or redefinition, composition, association, development/sequence, and opposition) and illustrates their functions from a vast collection of texts related to experimental biology in the nineteenth century. To understand these texts, he claims, is to comprehend the arguments which traverse the texts.
Gilles Declercq and Christian Plantin both take into account, albeit in different manners, the historical aspects of argumentation studies. Declercq traces back the itinerary that has led him to integrate two kinds of argumentative practices, namely rhetoric-both classical (Aristotle) and new (Perelman)-and pragmatic linguistics, in particular Ducrot's ADL. He accordingly offers a new, combined methodology that suits his research object: a tragedy by Jean Racine. His reading shows how taking into account Racine's rhetorical education may help in understanding the practice of argumentation within the dramatist's fictional works.
Christian Plantin recounts the history of contemporary thought on argumentation. He shows how studies in argumentation were delegitimized and what changes they underwent through time. He places every evolution in the studies of argumentation within a specific historical and political context, showing how, despite its deprecation, rhetoric has nonetheless played an active role in adjacent fields.
For the convenience of the reader, the book provides in its final pages abstracts of the seven articles, both in French and in English. This implies the editors' attempt to reach a larger audience, in Europe and elsewhere, by overcoming the language barrier that has so far kept English scholars unfamiliar with the flourishing theoretical and practical work on argumentation that has developed in the French-speaking world.
Galia Yanoshevsky, Tel Aviv This volume, number 4 in the Narratologia series, is based on a narratology panel held at the Sixth Congress of the European Society for the Study of English in Strasburg (2002) . It contains nine essays on a wide range of narratological topics. The first essay, Ansgar Nünning's ''On Metanarrative: Towards a Definition, a Typology and an Outline of the Functions of Metanarrative Commentary,'' deals with the narrator's commenting on the process of narration. Nünning claims that this topic has been long neglected in narrative theory, in part because of the tendency to confuse it with ''metafiction''-the foregrounding of the text's status as fiction. Although both phenomena have to do with some kind of self-referentiality, Nünning contends, they are certainly not identical. Metanarration does not always lead to metafictional effects; rather, in the homodiegetic (''first-person'') context, where the narration is perceived as part of the narrative's represented world, metanarration is frequently used to enhance the illusion of this world's reality. Nünning deals with metanarration both synchronically and diachronically. First, he presents a general typology with four sets of distinctions (resulting in a total of eighteen). These sets pertain to the form of the metanarration (e.g., diegetic/extradiegetic/paratextual); its relation to other parts of the text (e.g., marginal/central); its content (e.g., genre-or text-typespecific/nonspecific); and its function or effect (e.g., distance-reducing/ distance-enhancing). Next comes a short historical survey of the main stages in the development of forms and functions of metanarration in the English novel, from the Elizabethan period to the twentieth century. Dieter Meindl's ''(Un-)Reliable Narration from a Pronominal Perspective'' also focuses on narration. Meindl's essay starts from Käte Hamburger's (1993 Hamburger's ( [1968 ) sharp distinction between ''first-person'' and ''thirdperson'' narration as representing two very different types of statements about reality. Meindl uses this distinction to explain the correlation he assumes to exist between third-person narration and reliability, on the one hand, and first-person narration and unreliability, on the other hand. Worthy of note is Meindl's treatment of reliability as a phenomenon which deserves explanation, whereas most treatments of the subject tend to focus exclusively on unreliable narration (for rare exceptions, see Tamar Yacobi 1981 , 1987 , 2001 . Also interesting is Meindl's discussion of how reliability may be complicated in the literary text by various combinations between the discourse of the narrator and that of the characters.
In the next two essays, René Rivara's ''A Plea for a Narrator-Centered Narratology'' and Luc Herman and Bart Vervaeck's ''Focalization between Classical and Postclassical Narratology,'' the emphasis shifts from the act of narration to point of view or ''focalization.'' Rivara's essay is, to my mind, the weakest in the book. He claims that studies of point of view have tended to neglect the role of the narrator and that he wants to repair this neglect (hence the essay's title). But in fact, his essay contains little more than a rehashing of some very familiar distinctions and typologiesalong with some very strange and unconvincing statements, such as that the ''anonymous'' and omniscient narrator, typical of the realistic eighteenthand nineteenth-century novel (à la Henry Fielding, Honoré de Balzac, and Tolstoy), ''is not supposed to have a sensibility or a moral conscience, and for this reason, appreciations and judgments of value are . . . prohibited by the semantic rules which define his narrative powers'' (96).
Herman and Vervaeck's essay deals with ways in which recent (''postclassical'') studies of focalization try to thematize and ''ideologize'' the ''classical'' or structuralist concept of focalization, mainly by interpreting Genette's concept in various figurative ways. After presenting a critique of a reading of Jane Austen's Persuasion by Robin Warhol along those lines, Herman and Vervaeck perform a ''postclassical'' reading of their own, of Georges Bataille's Story of the Eye-a novel obsessed (as even its title alone suggests) with the theme of ''seeing'' and therefore especially amenable to an interpretation that uses the concept of focalization figuratively.
Peter Hühn's ''Transgeneric Narratology: Applications to Lyric Poetry'' discusses the narrative dimension of lyric poetry, which is usually considered to be an essentially nonnarrative genre. Most of the essay is devoted to a discussion of W. B. Yeats's ''The Second Coming'' and consists of a (somewhat mechanical) ''implementation'' of a host of narratological categories to this poem. The best part of the essay, in my opinion, is its last (and short) section, where Hühn isolates five aspects of narrativity which are typical of lyric poetry and tend to differ from those typical to prose fiction: (1) types of narration different from that of the ''standard'' retrospective one (e.g., ''ongoing'' or prospective); (2) an emphasis on ''discourse events''-narrative developments at the level of the communicative act rather than at the level of the world represented by that act; (3) a preference for different tenses and moods from those typical of prose fiction (e.g., second-person narration, the use of the imperative mood, or ''negative'' narration-relating events which did not occur); (4) a lesser degree of concreteness and explicitness; and (5) the use of the formal structures dominant in poetry (sound, rhythm, typography, etc.) for additional modeling of narrative sequences.
Next comes a fascinating essay by Hilary Dannenberg, ''Ontological Plotting: Narrative as a Multiplicity of Temporal Dimensions,'' which explores how the concept of ''possible worlds'' can contribute to the understanding of narratives. Dannenberg's basic claim is that sensitivity to ontological plurality, which results from thinking in terms of possible worlds, can enrich the usual monolithic conception of the ''story-line'' by taking into account that events which have a virtual status also participate in the overall temporal orchestration of the plot. Dannenberg first considers events that are actually narrated or clearly implicated in the text but turn out to be illusory or unreal (whether as mistaken reconstructions of the past or as unfulfilled predictions of the future); next, she considers the role of counterfactuals-consciously virtual alternate versions of the past world, which can appear on a local level (e.g., in a comment by the narrator on something that ''could have been'') or on a global level, such as a continuous thought experiment with implications for our real, historical world (e.g., in the science fictional topos of alternative history). In this context, Dannenberg reflects on how narrative experiments in counterfactuality and their ontological complexity relate to philosophical debates on issues pertaining to plurality of worlds, especially the concept of ''transworld identity.'' She also briefly discusses the differences in ontological norms between realist, semi-realist (fantasy and science fiction), and antirealist (metafictional) narrative genres.
José Ángel García Landa's ''Overhearing Narrative'' deals with complexities inherent in the literary communicative situation, especially in terms of the different kinds of audience a literary text can have. The ''overhearing'' in the essay's title refers to cases where the text has readers which are not the ''implied'' ones the author envisioned but rather unintended ones-e.g., readers who are not part of the original cultural matrix in which the text was created, ''under-readers,'' or ''over(critical)-readers.'' As the term ''overhearing'' suggests, García Landa uses models from the field of conversation analysis to describe the literary communicative situation, especially Erving Goffman's analysis of different participation statuses in a conversation, as seen by both speakers and hearers.
The last two essays, ''Graded Expectations: On the Textual and Structural Shaping of Readers' Narrative Experience'' by Michael Toolan and ''Narrative Configurations'' by John Pier, focus on issues related to the inferential activity involved in the reading process of narratives. Toolan deals with ways in which the texture of a narrative's language can be used to manipulate the reader's reaction in terms of different kinds of interest in the plot. Pier focuses on the processing of intertextual frames as a factor that adds complexity to the activity of reading a narrative. He uses an example that is especially rich in textual details, namely, several intertextual frames which coexist (though do not always smoothly dovetail) in Vladimir Nabokov's Lolita. Those are the frames of the bereaved lover (activated by E. A. Poe's poem ''Annabel Lee''), of the doppelgänger (activated by Poe's story ''William Wilson''), of the lover's triangle (activated by Mérimée's novella Carmen), and of the fairy-tale genre (activated by numerous features and details of the text). Pier also discusses several theoretical models which can help to explain the reader's interpretative activity regarding the various intertextual frames: Louis Mink's concept of narrative configuration, the Peircean concept of ''abduction'' as developed by Umberto Eco, and Michael Riffaterre's theory of intertextuality. Thus, Pier's essay constitutes an interesting attempt of bridging between abstract theoretical models and a rich network of concrete textual details.
Eyal Segal, Tel Aviv Elemente der Narratologie (Elements of Narratology) is a revised German version of the Russian study. As Schmid indicates in the first of his five chapters, the book deals with fictional works that are both narrative and narrating. Narrative texts present at least one change of state, thus displaying narrativity in the sense of structuralist theories. Narrating texts represent ''more or less explicitly, a mediating narratorial entity'' (19), thus fulfilling the requirement of narrativity in classical narrative theory, revived for example in Franz Stanzel's Theorie des Erzählens (1979) . Schmid ends the first chapter with a discussion of the features of narration in fictional works. The three following chapters focus on the study of perspective: (chapter 2) the structure of and participants in communication in narrative works; (chapter 3) narrative perspective; and (chapter 4) the relationship between narratorial text and figural text. The last chapter concentrates on syuzhet: (chapter 5) narrative transformations of the events.
In spite of this distinction between the studies of syuzhet and perspective, Schmid relates these topics to each other in chapter 3. Most interestingly, he suggests that selection occurs even at the earliest stage in narrative production, when the set of events is created, not just when it is transformed into a story. In his analytic treatment of narrative perspective, the author then introduces three distinctions derived from his critique of current models of perspective and focalization. He distinguishes the perception (''Erfassen'') from the representation (''Darstellen'') of an event sequence, then dem-onstrates how these ''different acts of narration'' (126) can be analyzed in terms of five aspects of perspective-spatial, ideological, temporal, linguistic, and perceptual. The overarching opposition between narratorial and figural perspective is then introduced.
The challenges presented by Russian literature, in particular from 1890 to 1930, characterize the chapter on narratorial and figural texts. Ornamental prose and skaz display ''narratorial subjectivity'' (177), which is contrasted with the subjectivity of narrated characters or figures. Schmid suggests that figural subjectivity stems from a tension between narratorial and figural textual modes (''Interferenz von Erzählertext und Personentext'' [ibid.]). He draws on the discussion of narrative perspective when distinguishing between them and uses the five aspects described above to develop an approach to analyzing represented speech, thought, and represented perception.
Schmid develops ideas from his earlier publications into a convincing model of narrative perspective, one of the book's main themes. The levels of narrative communication are another central topic. In this case, Schmid already outlined the main features of his model in his dissertation, Der Textaufbau in den Erzählungen Dostoevskijs (1973) .The relevant part of the new book (chapter 2) concentrates on the relationship between the abstract author and reader and the fictive narrator and reader.
Schmid has not presented an all-embracing systematic narratology (time, space, and character are not considered, for example). Nonetheless, this lucid book both surveys and contributes to our knowledge of key elements of narratology.
Olaf Grabienski, Hamburg Poetry's Touch deals with poems that address human beings rather than objects or abstractions. Focusing on this specific kind of address, the book yet relates it to general questions of communication in the lyric: in-depth analyses of poems from a variety of periods and cultures integrate with an ongoing theoretical argument. In the short ''Introduction,'' Waters defines his subject against a wide theoretical background (from linguistics, pragmatics, theory of literature in general and that of the lyric in particular, with brief references to narratology). In contrast to the monologic tradition, which assumes ''that lyric is radically turned away from any actual hearer'' (3), Waters's communicational approach draws attention to the fre-quency and the variety of explicit address in this genre. There, ''the summons of unspecified you restlessly tugs at us, begging identification'' (15), yet apparently in vain so far. In the theory of the lyric (the state of the art in narratology, one might add, is quite different), ''the view most neglected by scholarship would be that in which we, as readers, recognize ourselves as present and fundamentally implicated in the speech event that the poem is trying to be' ' (118) . This is a neglect that Poetry's Touch aims to repair. Waters begins by noting that in the short written lyric (more so than in other, longer genres), a ''detachment from context'' (9) ambiguates the act of communication and complicates interpretation. Illustrating the reader's position vis-à-vis lyrical address from poems by Galway Kinnell and Stefan George, Waters states a central issue raised by the book: to what extent is the reader (implicitly identified with) the addressed party in the poem? Chapter 1 problematizes ''Poems Addressing Contemporaries.'' The very publication of a ''private'' message transforms its public/other readers into partners and, by implication, into addressees. A series of detailed analyses (of poems by William Carlos Williams, Catullus, Elizabeth Bishop, Else Lasker-Schüler as well as a group of poems by Rainer Maria Rilke) illustrates the various manners in which ''public and private spheres crisscross in a perplexing manner that the helpful distinctions of linguistic pragmatics can bring to light but not, finally, resolve'' (50-51). Here and elsewhere, my summary cannot do justice to the careful and sensitive readings that flesh out ''a criticism that hopes to give voice to the movements of the mind and emotion in reading as it is experienced, rather than as abstractly theorized'' (15).
Chapter 2, ''Address as Greeting, Address as Spell,'' details variations of address. In some poems, unreachable figures are ''addressed . . . as a way of understanding them . . . and making them, with invocatory power, a greetable avatar of themselves'' (60). The analyses include Sylvia Plath's talk with her unborn child and Rilke's greeting to Orpheus. Many other poems dramatize ''the way in which the word you itself may seem to bear down upon, ambush, or hover unshakably around the self or reader who is the poem's target'' (65; see also 104). Alluding to Louis Althuser's notion of ''interpellation'' (65-66) ,Waters yet differentiates lyrical from authoritative and ideological ''hailing.'' ''The voice of the poem'' is more enticing than arresting (66), particularly since a frequent theme of address is the message from the dead (e.g., in Franz Kafka's ''Imperial Message''). (16) . Focusing on a group of texts (e.g., from Horace, from a Greek inscription, and passages from Rilke's Sonnets to Orpheus), Waters juxtaposes the time of composition with that of reception and argues that the monument to the dead artist is embodied in the act of reading. The heart of the chapter is the analyses of Whitman and Dickinson. In the case of the former, Waters alerts us to the fact that what we automatically perceive as the lyric's unified situation of utterance is a merger of two disparate events: the speaker's enunciation and the reader's reception. In reading the address, we oscillate between the realization of the distance and the ''factuality of the touch'' (125) that overcomes the spatiotemporal gap. This rule holds even for a group of Dickinson poems that contain no explicit address. The author observes ''the oblique allusion to the reader's presence'' (130) and illustrates the pivotal operation of deictic signifiers there, ''pointing now to the poem as it is being written and now . . . as it is being read'' (141). The short ''coda,'' ''Hand-Writing and Readerly Intimacy,'' couples ''poetological reflections by Osip Mandelstam and Paul Celan with Keats' 'This Living Hand' and a short fragment by Rilke'' as ''works that anticipate the writer's own death and yet . . . propose . . . to extend the touch of the writer's hand to the reader' ' (16-17) . For, as Waters summarizes his argument, ''certain poems seek an interlocutor . . . and criticism . . . must work to imagine the act of reading that could acknowledge such claims '' (150-51) . Throughout the book, bibliographical information is generously annotated, and all quotes appear in both the original and an English translation.
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